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a b s t r a c t
Microfluidics provides a powerful technology for both the production of molecular computing components and for the implementation of molecular computing architectures. The potential commercial
applications of microfluidics drive rapid progress in this field—but at the same time focus interest on
materials that are compatible with physiological aqueous conditions. For engineering applications that
consider a broader range of physico-chemical conditions the narrow set of established materials for
microfluidics can be a challenge. As a consequence of the large surface to volume ratio inherent in
microfluidic technology the material of the device can greatly affect the chemistry in the channels of the
device. In practice it is necessary to co-develop the chemical medium to be used in the device together
with the microfluidic devices. We describe this process for a molecular computing architecture that
makes use of excitable lipid-coated droplets of Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction medium as its active processing components. We identify fluoropolymers with low melting temperature as a suitable substrate
for microfluidics to be used in conjunction with Belousov–Zhabotinsky droplets in decane.
© 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Molecular Computing
Computing capability has advanced at a rapid pace since the
introduction of the first commercially available integrated microprocessor circuit four decades ago. At the same time the underlying
technology has changed surprisingly little. Increasingly, however,
the limitations of information technology based on vast numbers
of simple and fast solid-state switches becomes apparent. In applications where space or energy supply is severely restricted such
as micro-robotics, smart drugs, smart materials, synthetic biology,
bioimmersive computing, and controlled soft matter, solid-state
computing is often not applicable. The disadvantages of conventional computing implementations are particularly apparent in
comparison to natural information processing. Conversely, natural
information processing systems point towards alternative modes
of computing based on soft-matter rather than solid-state materials
as computing substrate (Conrad, 1972; Zauner, 2005).
Nature’s molecular computing architectures are highly organised heterogeneous chemical systems. The large surface-to-volume
ratio concomitant with a high degree of compartmentalisation
allows for fine-grained control of chemical reactions. Present engineering is far from achieving anything like the level of organisation
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found in nature. Nevertheless, the advent of microfluidics has in
recent years provided a tool that facilitates better spatio-temporal
control over chemical reaction media and thus enables new directions in the quest to engineer molecular computing devices (Jones
et al., 2011). In practice, however, the large surface-to-volume ratio
in microfluidic devices that confers the enhanced control over reactions, also has a downside: the material of the microfluidic devices
can greatly affect the reactions that take place in the device channels and wells. The interactions between the reaction medium
and the enclosing microfluidic device elements can be chemical
or physical in nature. In the former case the chemical medium can
alter the properties of the microfluidic device, in the latter the containing walls may act as a semipermeable surface and affect the
concentration ratios of chemical species available in the reaction
mixture. From this perspective, ideally the material of the microfluidic device would be as inert as possible. However, fabricating
devices typically necessitates the reliable and strong bonding of
several layers and the difficulty of achieving this increases with
chemical inertness of the material.
As a consequence of the interaction between the chemical reaction medium and the microfluidic device itself, it is advantageous
that both be developed in concert. The remainder of this paper
will address the practice of device-reaction co-development. The
specific setting to be discussed is a molecular computing architecture using lipid-coated droplets of the Belousov–Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction medium in an oil phase. These droplets are excitable
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building blocks which are chemically coupled to form information
processing networks. The droplets are prepared and arranged into
communicating structures by means of a microfluidic chip. The chip
is exposed to low pH and radicals from the harsh polar BZ medium.
It is also exposed to the non-polar oil phase that fills the space on
the chip not occupied by BZ-droplets. Consequently, the surface
properties of the microfluidic chip material, the composition of the
surfactant-containing oil phase and the aqueous droplets all have to
be developed in concert. It is this aspect of addressing the challenge
of molecular computing architectures that we focus on here.
2. Materials for Microfluidics and Microdroplets
Until recently, almost all microfluidic chips have been developed for aqueous biological solutions of neutral pH, for example
cell suspensions or blood serum samples for a diagnostic point-ofcare device. For biological and biomedical applications it is usually
essential that all positions within the device can be interrogated
with optical microscopy. As a result, materials for microfluidic
devices have been selected primarily for three main properties:
compatibility with mild aqueous solutions, optical transparency
and ease of fabrication. The latter factor covers a wide variety of
technical aspects; we just note here that it is favourable if the device
structure can be formed from a polymerisable liquid precursor solution, and that the material should be able to bond to a flat surface.
This is because most lithography-based fabrication methods only
allow planar features (Gardner et al., 2001). Open trenches or open
wells are thus created in the main (polymerised) material, which is
then bonded to a flat surface to form enclosed channels and wells.
Bonding with glue is an example where the device material should
not degrade because of exposure to a non-aqueous solution and
where the device components (i.e. uncured glue) should not leak
into the microfluidic channels.
The above factors have led to the situation where the vast majority of polymer-based microfluidic devices reported in the literature
(see Table 1) are based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Duffy
et al., 1998). PDMS is flexible, strong, optically transparent, gas
permeable (aiding degassing), biocompatible and also easily and
monolithically bonded using an oxygen plasma treatment process
that avoids the use of glue (Haubert et al., 2006). The introduction
of PDMS has greatly accelerated the pace of microfluidic research,
as it can be processed by ‘soft lithography’ (i.e. from elastomeric
polymers) without the use of expensive cleanroom facilities (Xia
and Whitesides, 1998), as required for patterning glass and silicon
(‘hard lithography’).
One approach for creating heterogeneous computing substrates is to compartmentalise the reaction mixture. In general,
water-in-oil droplets in microfluidic devices have recently
gained considerable interest for biological and chemical analysis
(Christopher and Anna, 2007; Huebner et al., 2008; Theberge et al.,

2010). Handling analytes in compartmentalised droplets significantly reduces the required amount of reagents, prevents substance
diffusion, reduces sample–device interactions and allows multiple
samples to be analysed in parallel on the same chip. The aqueous
droplets can be stabilised by adding a surfactant that self-assembles
at the water–oil interface and prevents droplet coalescence.
Our goal is to engineer chemical computing substrates, using
aqueous droplets of the Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) medium as
an oscillating chemical reaction. Networks of lipid-stabilised BZ
droplets in oil can be brought into contact, with the transmission
of oscillations mediated by the droplet-to-droplet interface (Corsi
et al., 2011; Gorecki et al., 2011). This system is very different from a
standard biological sample, and has required the co-development
of the chemicals and the microfluidic device itself. PDMS swells
considerably in non-polar solvents (Lee et al., 2003) such as oil,
which causes microfluidic channels to deform to the extent that
they can even become blocked. PDMS also absorbs small ions such
as bromide (Ginn et al., 2004). This is a particularly undesired effect
because the exact concentrations of these ions determines the oscillating properties of the BZ medium. Hence, PDMS cannot be used
as a microfluidic chip material for the positioning of compartmentalised BZ and the characterisation of excitation through droplet
networks.
3. Co-development of Device and Chemical Medium
The co-evolution of the device material with the chemical substrate has led to the development of a microfluidic-compatible
variation on the BZ reaction. Traditionally, BZ uses malonic acid
as the substrate. However, the breakdown of bromomalonic acid
releases carbon dioxide. The release of gas within a microfluidic
device, even one made of a gas-permeable material such as PDMS,
is highly undesirable. Gas bubbles can block channels and are compressible, thus complicating the external control over the fluid
flows. Furthermore, these negative effects are compounded when
using alternative materials because these are typically not permeable to gas at all.
An alternative BZ-reaction substrate is 1,4-cyclo-hexanedione
(CHD) (Corsi et al., 2011; Kurin-Csörgei et al., 1996). It displays
different behaviour when compared to malonic acid based BZ,
including a 4-h induction phase (as compared to 5–15 min for
malonic acid), but this disadvantage is outweighed by the lack of
noticeable gas production. This significantly simplifies the required
microfluidic design by avoiding the need for bubble traps and similar structures. However, droplets of BZ in oil proved prone to
coalesce, probably because the low pH of the BZ mixtures degrades
the droplet-coating lipid molecules. Using lower acid concentrations in the BZ reaction solved this chemical incompatibility.
There have recently been a number of publications detailing
alternatives to PDMS for microfluidic chip fabrication (Morel et al.,

Table 1
Some general properties of common polymeric microfluidic materials. Google Scholar counts are shown (collected November 2011) to provide information on material
prevalence in the literature, and are normalised to the count for PDMS.
Biocompatible

Non-polar solvent resistant

Acid resistant

Google Scholar count

PDMS

100.0

PMMA

38.5

Polyimide

17.9

Polystyrene

11.5

PVDF

6.1

COC

5.7

PVC
NOA81
THV

5.4
?

0.5
0.1
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Fig. 1. Test geometry and resulting 3D-printed structure. The design was created to investigate the effect of BZ reaction mixture and non-polar solvents on materials of
interest. Model created using SolidWorks 2009 (Dassault Systems, France) (a). 3D-printed structure created directly from the CAD geometry (b).

2009; Wägli et al., 2010). Norland Optical Adhesive 81 (NOA81) is a
UV-curable glue, conventionally used for securing optical components such as lenses. It is gas impermeable, transparent, does not
swell in organic solvents and, like PDMS, is bondable using oxygen plasma. However, it is less flexible and more hydrophilic than
PDMS.
Fluoropolymers have for some time been of interest as substrates for microfluidics. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is used
extensively for chemically resistant coatings and tubing. However,
their widespread use in microfluidics has been hindered by their
high melting temperatures (for PTFE, >300 ◦ C) for moulding and
embossing. A potential breakthrough could be found in a new fluoropolymer, Dyneon THV 500 (Begolo et al., 2011). A terpolymer
of tetrafluoroethene, hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride,
THV 500 has a melting point of 200 ◦ C. This lower melting point
allows the material to be processed in laboratory vacuum ovens,
which usually have a peak temperature of around 200 ◦ C.
Additive layer manufacture technologies, such as stereolithography, have been the subject of much research for the production of
microfluidic systems (King and Covington, 2009; Han et al., 2005).
One major technique is 3D printing (3DP), where multiple layers of
a light-curable material are deposited by a modified inkjet printer
head. Each layer is subsequently cured using a high-intensity lamp.
3D printing currently lacks the resolution of lithographic techniques, but is automated, fast and does not require cleanroom
facilities. This has allowed the use of 3D-printing to create moulds
for PDMS, without the need for lithographic processes at all (Bonyár
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2009). It may also be possible to create the
microfluidic chips themselves with 3D printing, avoiding polymer
casting and bonding processes altogether, but this would depend
on the chemical compatibility of the 3D-printing material.
4. Materials Testing for Compartmentalised BZ Medium
To assess the chemical resistance of PDMS, NOA81, THV 500 and
3D-printing material, a test model was designed using a 3D CAD
package, shown in Fig. 1. The features had a minimum linewidth
of 200 !m, and heights of up to 3 mm, and were designed so
that chemical degradation could be easily identified as, for example, corner-rounding effects. The geometries were designed to
be fabricated using a 3D printing system (Objet Connex350TM ),
and allow investigation of swelling, shrinkage or corrosive effects
experienced by the materials. The 3D-printed structure was used
directly for chemical compatibility studies of 3D-printer materials. For the other materials, in a normal soft lithography process,

a negative of the depicted geometries was produced with the 3Dprinter. In this negative mould, PDMS was polymerised to obtain
the PDMS test structure. For the NOA81 and THV test structures,
a positive–negative–positive mould approach was then used: the
first, positive 3D-printed structure was used to obtain a negative PDMS structure, which then served as a mould to obtain
the desired THV and NOA81 patterns. PDMS is an elastomeric
substrate, and this prevents deformations resulting from separating two inelastic materials (i.e. 3D-printed material and THV or
NOA81).
The geometric structures fabricated from PDMS, the 3DP material (Objet Vero WhitePlusTM , a proprietary acrylic material),
NOA81 and THV 500 were exposed overnight to decane, a non-polar
solvent (sometimes used in microfluidic systems) in which lipid
molecules dissolve well. The higher molecular weight alkanes such
as hexadecane are more commonly used within PDMS microfluidic
devices but the lipid solubility is poor, preventing lipid-stabilisation
of aqueous droplets.
The effect of the decane oil on PDMS is shown in Fig. 2. The PDMS
has swollen by 20%, whereas the remaining materials retained their
original geometries. This clearly demonstrates that PDMS is unsuitable for BZ-in-oil microfluidic devices, whereas, at least in terms of
deformation, the other materials are decane-compatible.
Another set of geometric structures, after exposure to BZ
medium for 1, 5 and 17 h, and subsequent extensive washing with
deionized water, are shown in Fig. 3. It can be concluded that
the geometric structures of all four materials are not degraded by
exposure to the BZ reactants. Micrographs of features on the THV
structures, before and after exposure to BZ and oil, can be seen
in Fig. 4. The NOA81 structure did shrink by around 1.3% for the
longest incubation, but since the entire pattern was scaled down
it is unlikely that this was due to chemical degradation. NOA81
is a photocurable material, and may thus shrink over time as further photocuring occurs. However, the materials used by the 3D
printing system are also photocurable. The fact that no such effect
was observed in the 3DP material, highlights the high quality of
commercial (proprietary) material formulations.
What is noticeable across the range of materials is a change
in colour. In the case of the NOA81, an initial bleaching from the
original structure’s yellow colour is followed by a continuous staining. The other three materials also experience staining over time,
although the effect is less apparent in the fluoropolymer THV 500.
It is possible that these colour changes are due to chemicals being
absorbed into the material, or that BZ components precipitate over
time on top of the test structures.
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Fig. 3. Test structures exposed to CHD BZ reaction mixture for varying lengths of
time, compared to original, untreated structures.
Fig. 2. Structures exposed to decane. The structures were exposed to decane, a nonpolar solvent for 17 h. The PDMS (upper left) has absorbed the solvent, and has
swollen by 20%. The other structures (clockwise from PDMS: NOA81, THV 500, 3DP)
appear unchanged.

When the test structures of the four materials were submerged
in BZ medium in individual Petri dishes, the BZ oscillations were
similar in all four dishes. However, when the BZ reagents were
loaded into an open-well geometry (i.e. BZ medium enclosed in

a channel and deeper well), as shown in Fig. 5, oscillations readily
occurred in the THV channel and well, but not in the 3D-printed
material. The 3DP material thus appears to inhibit the BZ oscillation at larger device-area-to-BZ-volume ratios, which could be due
to absorption of BZ components into the 3D-printed material, or
to molecules from the channels walls leaking into the BZ aqueous
phase.

Fig. 4. Geometries formed in THV 500 fluoropolymer and PDMS. Pyramid structures are shown in THV 500 (a) before, and after exposure to (b) decane overnight and (c) BZ
for 2.5 h. Micrographs of a gap between finger structures are also shown in THV 500, (d) before, and after exposure to (e) decane and (f) BZ for the same time periods. No
significant change is seen in either set of images, regardless of the material hysteresis. For comparison, the finger structures (g) and pyramids (h) are shown after overnight
exposure to decane. These structures have increased in size by approximately 20%, with the gap between the fingers increasing significantly due to the expansion of the
PDMS substrate upon which the fingers are anchored. Images collected using a Zeiss Stereo Discovery V.8 with an Achromat S 0.3× objective (a–c, h), and a Nikon LV-UDM
microscope with an LU Plan Fluor 5× objective (d–g).
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Fig. 5. Behaviour observed in the CHD BZ reaction media in open-well geometries created in THV 500 and directly in 3DP material. The circular region is a 3 mm deep well,
whereas the channel is 1 mm deep and 1 mm wide. The THV fluoropolymer, shown in (a), displayed continuous oscillatory wave formation in the channel region. However,
the 3DP material, shown in (b) does not show oscillatory behaviour, suggesting that it inhibits oscillation.

Fig. 6. Contact angle measurements obtained from flat test structures produced
from PDMS, NOA81, 3DP material and THV 500. Measurements were obtained by
placing a droplet of deionised water on non-exposed material, material exposed to
CHD BZ for 5 h, and material exposed to decane for 17 h. The values obtained for the
fresh material are close to those found in the literature for PDMS (Duffy et al., 1998),
NOA81 (Wägli et al., 2010) and THV (Begolo et al., 2011)—no such data exists for the
3DP material.

Finally, the effect of the CHD BZ reaction mixture on the surface
energy of the various materials was probed using contact angle
measurements. The high surface area to volume ratio of microfluidic devices means that surface effects can be critical, and this is
especially true in droplet-based systems. Ideally, all of the device
surfaces should be hydrophobic, to minimise interactions between
the device material and the aqueous phase. A change in the material
contact angle could suggest damage to the material, which may be
acceptable as long as the resultant surface energy is constant. For
testing, flat surfaces of PDMS were created by replica moulding on
top of glass slides. Again, THV and NOA81 were moulded upon a
PDMS mould, whereas the 3DP material was printed directly.
The results of the contact angle measurements are shown in
Fig. 6. PDMS appears to show the least variation in contact angle
during the tests, along with the 3DP material. THV and NOA81
both show significant drops in their contact angle after exposure
to the BZ substrate. Interestingly, for THV, washing the material
after exposure to the BZ substrate appears to reverse the contact
angle change caused by exposure to the BZ medium (Fig. 7). This
could indicate that a layer of chemicals precipitates from the BZ
mixture but is unable to penetrate the THV polymer. Experiments
like this are important to establish whether BZ oscillations are suppressed because molecules from the BZ mixture are absorbed by
the microfluidic device (depletion mechanism) or because interfering molecules are released from the device material into the BZ
solution (inhibition mechanism).

Fig. 7. Water droplets on the surface of THV 500. Freshly fabricated material, contact angle 102◦ (a). Material exposed to CHD BZ for 5 h, contact angle 75◦ (b). Material
exposed to BZ for 5 h, dried, then washed in acetone and dried again, contact angle 102◦ (c). The washing with acetone returns the contact angle back to its original value.
This observation suggests that acetone cleans the surface of the THV 500 structure.
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5. Concluding Remarks
Microfluidic devices hold promise for the production of heterogeneous, chemically complex molecular computing substrates.
However, the high surface-to-volume ratio of microfluidic systems
means that surface effects are a major issue—either in terms of
the chemistry damaging the chip, or the chip surfaces affecting
the chemistry. It becomes apparent that progress in this exciting
area requires the co-development of device-substrate and reactionchemistry. While the developments in the area of microfluidics
are largely driven by its commercial potential in healthcare applications, microfluidics offers also new possibilities for the design
of molecular computing architectures. Such technical applications, however, differ in their requirements for the material of
the microfluidic devices. We have surveyed recently introduced
materials for their suitability in the technical setting of molecular computing and have identified a material compatible with
the requirements of our BZ-droplet architecture. Our future work
on droplet-compartmentalised BZ will concentrate on microfluidic
devices from the fluoropolymer Dyneon THV 500, which we have
shown here to be compatible with both the bulk oil phase and the
BZ medium itself.
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